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Flagging Tape - Ultra Glo
Flagging Tape - Ultra Glo
Part#: 16001

$ 1.15 each

Sold by the box of 12 units each for a Total Price of : $ 13.80
16001.jpg [1]
Pricing Description

Ultra Standard Colors: $1.15 each, sold by the box of 12 for $13.80
Ultra Dots: $1.75 each, sold by the box of 12 for $21.00
Ultra Stripes: $1.75 each, sold by the box of 12 for $21.00

Our ?ULTRA? tape is constructed from high quality, economically priced embossed PVC. The tape
can withstand 0? temperatures without cracking, fading, or tearing. Our vibrant colors are the brightest
and boldest available and are UV stabilized to provide long-lasting color retention.
Whether used for surveying, mapping, forestry, tagging, roping off an area, or any other marking
application, Our ?ULTRA ? tape sets a new standard.
In over 41 colors, these tapes are stocked and priced here in 1-3/16? widths x 100 yds, (Glo Colors
50yd rolls) but are available in widths to 48? (minimum orders apply). When ordering, ask for ?Ultra?
by name.
12 rolls per box, 144 per case.

WARNING This product can expose you to chemicals including Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) which are
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov [2]

Custom Pricing Info
For Each Price:
1.15
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Color:
Glo BlueGlo ChartrueceGlo LimeGlo OrangeGlo PinkGlo Red
Size:
1-3/16"X50YD
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